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Since the Law of Village elections tried out in rural China, many experts and scholars 
at home and abroad have researched its’ practical operation deeply from different 
perspectives. In order to manage Rural China and strengthen its’ construction of 
democracy, government constituted this system. Due to it was inputed from outside 
Rural China,so in the process of inputing it ,we must think about how it is joining the 
environment of the countryside, how peasants do by it, and with what methods 
peasants will participate it,and so on. Faced with the Law of Village elections ,the 
Intrinsic system in countryside or peasants won’t lose their initiative, and they will 
seek possible way to fight with it. 
China is Country with dense Clans tradition, since the Reform and Open policy in 
1980s, Clans have revived generally, and the reviving clans are takeing place great 
chages in the transition of China.so a problem worthy of researching is that whether 
there is a interaction or relationship between the changes of Clans and Village 
elections. Furthermore,if the interaction exsists,how they Interact? 
The paper based on the Story Happened in a Village of X, focuse on analysing the 
Interaction between Clans and Village elections. 
First, the paper analyses Clans’s effect on Village elections, it was analysed from 
Common family name and infrenquently-seen family name. The discussion about 
infrenquently-seen family name’s effect on Village elections is one of innovation of 
this paper, and also this chapter definitely comes up with Clans’s positive effect on 
gynaecocracy. Second, the paper analyses Village elections’s effect on Clans, and it 
trys to make up the deficiency in this area. Here the article shows that the Law of 
Village elections not only offers a legal approach for Clans to take part in village 
politics,but also adjusts the inner relationship of members in Clans and the 
relationship between different Clans. 
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